Dear Party Leader,

We are writing to you as 408 members of the climate change research community who have each authored at least one journal paper on climate change and related subjects.

We call on you to pledge to an ambitious programme of climate policies that accelerate action, in the UK and across the world, both to cut greenhouse gas emissions and to increase resilience to those impacts of climate change that cannot now be avoided. Without such a programme, the UK will be shirking its international responsibilities and will be losing the opportunity to promote prosperity and peace in the UK and around the globe.

It is very clear that a failure to tackle climate change with sufficient urgency and scale is making the UK and the rest of the world more dangerous and insecure. The UK is experiencing growing damage and harm to lives and livelihoods from climate change impacts, such as increases in the frequency and intensity of many extreme weather events and rising sea levels. In the past three years, the British public has been subjected for the first time to temperatures of more than 40 degrees Celsius during heatwave conditions that killed thousands of people around the country, and record rainfall that has caused widespread flooding and devastated agricultural yields.

The growing impacts of climate change in other parts of the world are endangering supply chains for food and other goods and services to the UK. They are also adding to political instability and forcing many people to migrate away from places that are worst affected. The UK cannot completely insulate itself from the impacts of climate change in other parts of the world. It is in the UK’s self-interest for other countries to reach net zero emissions as soon as possible.

There is also compelling evidence that the investments required to accelerate climate change action in the UK will have widespread economic, social and health benefits. In particular, a reduction in the UK’s dependence on fossil fuels will improve the sustainability, affordability and security of energy supplies. For instance, a faster transition to clean domestic energy supplies will protect consumers from the volatility of international fossil fuel prices. Britain needs a Government that learned from the energy crisis triggered by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, which forced up the price of energy, damaging the economy, driving inflation and requiring the Government to spend an estimated £78 billion, according to the Office for Budget Responsibility, on consumer subsidies that contributed to huge profits for some energy companies.

Any Party Leader who does not make stronger climate action a priority for the next five years and beyond will place the prosperity and well-being of the British people at severe risk. And it will be today’s children and future generations who will have to live longest with the consequences of a failure to act.

Specifically, we call on you as a Party Leader to pledge to the following programme of action:

1. Publish and implement a credible and legal strategy for ending the UK’s contribution to climate change by meeting the UK’s statutory Carbon Budgets and its target of net zero emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050.
2. Accelerate action across all sectors and all parts of the UK to adapt and become more resilient to those impacts of climate change that cannot now be avoided, in line with UK Climate Change Risk Assessments.

3. Respect and act on all the advice of the expert independent Climate Change Committee, including its warning in its most recent Progress Report that “the UK will continue to need some oil and gas until it reaches Net Zero, but this does not in itself justify the development of new North Sea fields”.

4. Lead by example internationally on climate change, including through the implementation of the decision at COP28 in Dubai in December 2023, and the commitment to “transitioning away from fossil fuels in energy systems, in a just, orderly and equitable manner, accelerating action in this critical decade, so as to achieve net zero by 2050 in keeping with the science”.

5. Increase public and private funding and support for climate change mitigation and adaptation in developing countries.

Without such a pledge, we do not believe that your Party deserves support in the forthcoming General Election.

Yours sincerely,

(In alphabetical order, signed as 408 individuals and not as representatives of our institutions)

Dr. Hafez Abdo, Associate Professor of Accounting, Accounting Division, Nottingham University Business School, University of Nottingham
Dr. Helen Adams, Senior Lecturer in Disaster Risk Reduction and Climate Change Adaptation, King’s College London
Dr. Oscar Aldred MCIfA FSA Scot, Postdoctoral Research Assistant, McDonald Institute for Archaeological Research, University of Cambridge
Dr. Meghan Alexander, Assistant Professor in the Human Geography of Climate Change, School of Geography, University of Nottingham
Dr. Alaa Al Khourdajie, Research Fellow, Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London
Professor Richard Allan, Professor in Climate Science, Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
Professor Chris Armstrong, Professor of Politics, Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Southampton
Professor Neil Arnold FRGS, Director and Professor of Glaciology, Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge
Dr. Alina Averchenkova, Distinguished Policy Fellow, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Jessica Baker, Future Leaders Fellow, Institute of Climate and Atmospheric Science, University of Leeds
Professor Jonathan Bamber, School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol
Dr. Ronita Bardhan, Associate Professor of Sustainable Built Environment and Public Health, University of Cambridge
Professor Natasha Barlow, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Dr. Andy Barnes, Lecturer in Artificial Intelligence, Centre for Climate Adaptation and Environmental Research, University of Bath
Dr. Clair Barnes, Research Associate in Extreme Weather and Climate Change, Grantham Institute - Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London
Dr. Karen Barras, Senior Researcher, Centre for Climate Engagement, Hughes Hall, University of Cambridge
Sadie Bartholomew, Computational Scientist, National Centre for Atmospheric Science and University of Reading
Professor Paul Bates CBE FRS, School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol
Professor Matthew Baylis, Chair of Veterinary Epidemiology, University of Liverpool
Dr. S.J. Beard, Senior Research Associate, Centre for the Study of Existential Risk, University of Cambridge
Dr. Hamish Beath, Research Associate in Societal Transitions, Centre for Environmental Policy, Hitachi Centre for Decarbonisation & Natural Climate Solutions, Imperial College London
Dr. Khadiza Begum, Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Professor Eric Beinhocker, Executive Director, Institute for New Economic Thinking, University of Oxford
Dr. Kristine Belesova, Senior Lecturer in Global Population Health, Imperial College London
Professor Liz Bentley FRMetS, Chief Executive, Royal Meteorological Society
Professor Mike Bentley, Department of Geography, Durham University
Professor Frans Berkhout FAcSS, Assistant Principal, King’s Climate & Sustainability, and Professor of Environment, Society & Climate, Department of Geography, King’s College London
Dr. Zareen Bharucha, Senior Research Fellow, Faculty of Science and Engineering, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Mahmood Bhutta, Professor of Sustainable Healthcare, Brighton & Sussex Medical School
Professor Michael Bickle FRS, Director, Cambridge Centre for Carbon Capture and Storage, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge
Dr. Caroline Bird, Senior Research Associate, Cabot Institute for the Environment, University of Bristol
Daniel Black, Programme Director, Tackling Root Causes Upstream of Unhealthy Urban Development, Population Health Sciences, Bristol Medical School
Professor Richard Blundel, Professor of Enterprise and Organisation, The Open University
Dr. Thomas Bodey, Lecturer in Conservation & Animal Behaviour, University of Aberdeen
Professor Adam Boies, Head of Energy Faculty, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge
Professor Geoffrey Boulton OBE FRS FRSE, Regius Professor of Geology Emeritus, University of Edinburgh and Governing Board of the International Science Council
Professor Christian Brand, Professor in Transport, Energy & Climate Change, University of Oxford, and Co-Director, UK Energy Research Centre
Professor Mark Brandon MBE, Professor of Polar Oceanography, The Open University
Oliver Broad, Senior Research Fellow, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
Dr. Paul Brockway, Associate Professor, Sustainability Research Institute, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Professor Ian Brooks, Institute for Climate and Atmospheric Science, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Professor John Broome FBA FRSE FAAAA FAHA, Emeritus White’s Professor of Moral Philosophy, University of Oxford, and Honorary Professor, Australian National University
Professor Harry Bryden FRS, Emeritus Professor, Ocean and Earth Science, University of Southampton
Professor Chris Budd OBE FIMA, Professor of Applied Mathematics, University of Bath
Professor Harriet Bulkeley, Deputy Executive Dean, Research, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health, and Professor, Department of Geography, Durham University
Dr. Steve Bullock, Associate Professor of Aerospace Engineering, University of Bristol
Josh Burke, Senior Policy Fellow, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor David Burslem, Interdisciplinary Director for Environment and Biodiversity, University of Aberdeen
Dr. Catherine Butler, Associate Professor in Human Geography, University of Exeter
Dr. Isabela Butnar, Principal Research Fellow, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
Dr. Michelle Cain, Senior Lecturer in Environmental Data Analytics and UKRI Future Leaders Fellow, Cranfield University
Professor Ross Cameron, Professor of Environmental Horticulture, Department of Landscape Architecture, University of Sheffield
Dr. Rachel Carmenta, Tyndall Associate Professor of Climate Change and Global Development, University of East Anglia
Professor Ken Carslaw FRS, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Dr. Jennifer Castle, Magdalen College, University of Oxford, and Director of Climate Econometrics, Nuffield College, University of Oxford
Professor Colm-cille Caulfield, Professor of Environmental and Industrial Fluid Dynamics, University of Cambridge
Dr. Clemence Cavoli, Assistant Professor, Department of Civil, Environmental and Geomatic Engineering, University College London
Dr. Mark Charlton, Net Zero and Climate Action Research Theme Director, Associate Director of Sustainable Development Goal Impact, De Montfort University
Professor David Cebon FREng, Professor of Mechanical Engineering and Director of the Centre for Sustainable Road Freight, University of Cambridge
Professor Andrew Challinor, Professor of Climate Impacts, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Dr. Steven Chan, Research Scientist, National Oceanography Centre
Ben Clarke, Research Assistant on the Analysis and Interpretation of Climate Data for Extreme Weather, Grantham Institute - Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London
Professor Caroline Clarke, Professor of Organisational Studies, The Open University
Dr. Caroline Clason, Assistant Professor of Physical Geography, Durham University
Dr. Sophie Clayton, Principal Investigator in Marine Biogeochemistry, National Oceanography Centre
Professor Hannah Cloke OBE FRGS FRMetS, Department of Geography and Environmental Science, University of Reading
Professor Alf Coles FIMA, Professor of Mathematics Education, University of Bristol
Professor Bill Collins, Professor of Climate Processes, University of Reading
Dr. C.M. (Tilly) Collins, Senior Fellow & Deputy Director, Centre for Environmental Policy, Imperial College London
Professor Peter Convey FRSB FRES FCPS, Honorary Professor, School of Biosciences, University of Birmingham
Professor Declan Conway, Professorial Research Fellow and Research Director, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Rowan Conway, Deputy Director, Just Transition Finance Lab, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor David Coomes, Director, Conservation Research Institute, University of Cambridge
Professor Anthony Costello FMedSci, Professor of Global Health and Sustainable Development, University College London
Professor Peter Cox, Director of the Global Systems Institute, University of Exeter
Dr. Mark Cuthbert, Reader, School of Earth & Environmental Sciences, Cardiff University
Dr. Gareth Dale, Reader in Political Economy, Associate Head of Department, Social Sciences, Brunel University
Dr. Sarah Darby, Emerita Research Fellow, Energy Programme, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford
Professor Bethan Davies FRGS FHEA, Chair of Glaciology, Newcastle University
Professor Simin Davoudi FRTPI FACSS FRSA, Chair of Town Planning, School of Architecture, Planning & Landscape, and Co-Director, Centre for Researching Cities, Newcastle University
Dr. Sophie Day, Senior Research Associate, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, University of East Anglia
Dr. Ramit Debnath, Assistant Professor, University of Cambridge
Professor Patrick Devine-Wright, Professor in Human Geography, University of Exeter
Dr. Martin De Kauwe, Associate Professor, School of Biological Sciences, University of Bristol
Professor Simon Dietz, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, and Department of Geography and Environment, London School of Economics and Political Sciences
Dr. Alix Dietzel, Senior Lecturer in Climate Justice, School of Sociology, Politics and International Studies, University of Bristol
Professor Paul Dodds, Professor of Energy Systems, University College London
Professor Amy Donovan, Professor of Environmental Geography, University of Cambridge
Dr. Kate Donovan, Co-Director of Edinburgh Climate Change Institute, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Helen Driver, Research Programme Manager, Centre for Landscape Regeneration, University of Cambridge
Dr. Marion Dumas, Assistant Professorial Research Fellow, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Amelia Duncan, Research Fellow in Urban Climate Action, University of Leeds
Dr. Tom Dunkley Jones, Associate Professor, School of Geography, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Birmingham
Dr James Dyke, Associate Professor in Earth System Science, University of Exeter
Professor Marie Edmonds, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge
Christopher Edsall, Co-Director, Institute of Computing for Climate Science, University of Cambridge
Professor Neil Edwards, Professor of Earth System Science, The Open University
Professor Paul Ekins OBE, Professor of Resources and Environmental Policy, University College London
Professor Stephen Elstub FRSA, Professor of Democratic Politics and Director of Research, School of Geography, Politics and Sociology, Newcastle University
Professor Lisa Emberson, Professor in Environmental Science, Department of Environment and Geography, University of York
Dr. Ian Evans, Emeritus Reader in Geography, Durham University
Professor Louisa Evans, Professor in Environment and Development, University of Exeter
Professor Rachel Evans, Professor of Materials Chemistry, University of Cambridge
Professor Nick Eyre FEI HonFSE, Emeritus Professor of Energy and Climate Policy, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford
Professor Robert Falkner, Professor of International Relations, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Sam Fankhauser, Professor of Climate Change Economics and Policy, Smith School and the School of Geography and the Environment, University of Oxford
Dr. Alexander Farnsworth, Senior Research Associate, School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol
Professor David Farrier, Chair in Literature and the Environment, Department of English Literature, School of Literatures, Languages and Cultures, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Tina Fawcett, Associate Professor, Senior Researcher, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford
Professor Richard Fenner, Emeritus Professor of Engineering Sustainability, University of Cambridge
Dr. Sheridan Few, Lecturer in Urban Energy Systems, University of Leeds
Dr. Declan Finney, Research Fellow in Cloud Physics, University of Leeds
Professor Shaun Fitzgerald OBE FREng, Director of Research, Centre for Climate Repair, University of Cambridge
Dr. Sally Flint, Creative Lead 'We Are the Possible' (Green Futures - COP28), and Lecturer, University of Exeter
Dr. Alistair Ford, Senior Lecturer, Newcastle University and Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research
Dr. Alexander Forse, Assistant Professor, Yusuf Hamied Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge
Professor Hayley Fowler, Director of the Centre for Climate and Environmental Resilience and Professor of Climate Change Impacts, School of Engineering, Newcastle University
Professor Franz Fuerst, Professor of Real Estate & Urban Economics, University of Cambridge
Professor Jennifer Gabrys, Chair in Media, Culture and Environment, Department of Sociology, University of Cambridge
Dr. Samuel Gascoigne, Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Professor Antonio Gasparrini, Professor of Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Lead of the Environment & Health Modelling Lab, Co-Director of the Centre for Data and Statistical Science for Health, Department of Public Health Environments & Society, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
Dr. Markus Gehring, Associate Professor in Law, University of Cambridge
John Gibson, Education for Sustainability Co-ordinator, Anglia Ruskin University
Dr. Alessandra Giusti, Research Associate, THIS Institute, University of Cambridge
Nick Godfrey, Distinguished Policy Fellow, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Kate Gormley, Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Professor Ian Gough FAcSS, Emeritus Professor, University of Bath
Professor Hilary Graham CBE FBA, Professor of Health Science, University of York
Professor Richard Green FEI, Professor of Sustainable Energy Business, Imperial College Business School, Imperial College London
Professor Rosie Green, Co-Director, Centre on Climate Change and Planetary Health, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine
Professor Alison Greig, Director of Education for Sustainability, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Ben Groom, Dragon Capital Chair in Biodiversity Economics, Department of Economics, University of Exeter
Dr. Edward Gryspeerdt, Royal Society University Research Fellow, Grantham Institute – Climate Change and the Environment and Department of Physics, Imperial College London
Professor Peter Guthrie OBE FREng, Professor of Engineering for Sustainable Development, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge
Professor Joanna Haigh CBE FRS, Emeritus Professor of Atmospheric Physics, Imperial College London
Dr. Alastair Hales, Senior Lecturer in Sustainable Electromechanical Systems, School of Electrical, Electronic and Mechanical Engineering, University of Bristol
Professor Jason Hall-Spencer, Professor of Marine Biology, University of Plymouth and University of Tsukuba
Professor Paul Hallett, Professor in Soil Physics, University of Aberdeen
Dr. Sam Hampton, Senior Researcher, University of Oxford and University of Bath
Dr. Victoria Hands, Director of Sustainability, The Open University
Dr. Catherine Happer, Sociology Director, Glasgow University Media Group, University of Glasgow
Professor Barbara Harriss-White FAcSS, Emerita Professor and Fellow, Wolfson College, University of Oxford
Professor Astley Hastings MIMechE CEng, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Professor Stuart Haszeldine OBE FRSE C.Geol, Professor of Carbon Capture and Storage and Director, Edinburgh Climate Change Institute, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Sophia Hatzisavvidou, Senior Lecturer, Politics, Languages & International Studies, and Co-Director, Centre for Qualitative Research, University of Bath
Professor Adam Hawkes CEng MEI, Professor of Energy Systems, Department of Chemical Engineering, Imperial College London
Professor Ed Hawkins MBE FRMetS, Professor of Climate Science, National Centre for Atmospheric Science, University of Reading
Dr. Sylvia Hayes, Research Fellow, Centre for Climate Communication and Data Science, University of Exeter
Professor Peter Haynes FRS, Professor of Applied Mathematics, University of Cambridge
Professor Gabriele Hegerl FRS, School of Geosciences, University of Edinburgh
Professor Sir David Hendry FBA FRSE FACSS, Senior Research Fellow and Deputy Co-Director Climate Econometrics, Nuffield College, University of Oxford
Dr. Erica Hendy, Senior Lecturer in Global Biogeochemical Cycles, School of Earth Sciences, University of Bristol
Dr. Roslyn Henry, Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Dr. Sian Henley, Reader in Marine Science and Deputy Head of Global Change Research Institute, University of Edinburgh
Professor Eric Herring, Professor of World Politics, School of Sociology, Politics and International Studies, University of Bristol
Dr. Eldrid Herrington, Head of Academic Engagement, Centre for Climate Engagement, Hughes Hall, University of Cambridge
Professor Veerle Heyvaert, Professor of Law and Associate Dean of the LSE Law School, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Karen Heywood OBE FRS, Professor of Physical Oceanography, University of East Anglia
Professor Peter Higgins PFHEA FRGS FRSE, Chair in Outdoor Environmental & Sustainability Education, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Sarah Higginson, Energy Demand Research Network, University of Oxford
Professor Chris Hilson, School of Law, University of Reading
Professor Kathryn Hochstetler, Professor of International Development, Department of International Development, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Dan Hodson, Research Scientist, Meteorology Department, University of Reading
Professor Robin Hogan FRMetS, Professor of Atmospheric Physics, University of Reading
Dr. Philip Holden, Senior Lecturer in Earth System Science, The Open University
Helen Hooker, Research Scientist, Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
Professor Sir Brian Hoskins CBE FRs FRMetS, Chair, Grantham Institute - Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London, and Emeritus Professor of Meteorology, University of Reading
Professor Jennifer Howard-Grenville, Diageo Professor in Organisation Studies, University of Cambridge
Dr. Candice Howarth, Head of Climate Adaptation and Resilience, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Nick Hughes, Associate Professor in Sustainable Resource Governance, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
Professor Saul Humphrey, Professor - Sustainable Construction, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Stephen Humphreys, Professor of Law, LSE Law School, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Hugh Hunt, Deputy Director, Centre for Climate Repair, University of Cambridge
Professor Herbert Huppert FRSN FRS, Director Institute of Theoretical Geophysics, University of Cambridge
Dr. Julian Huppert, Director, Intellectual Forum, Jesus College, University of Cambridge
Professor John Huthnance MBE FRMetS, Emeritus Fellow, National Oceanography Centre
Dr. Chris Hutson, Research Fellow, Interface Analysis Centre, University of Bristol
Professor Craig Hutton, Professor of Sustainability Science, and Director, Sustainability & Resilience Institute, School of Geography and Environmental Science, University of Southampton
Dr. Bethany Jackson, Senior Research Fellow in Modern Slavery and Sustainable Ecosystems, Rights Lab, School of Geography, University of Nottingham
Dr. Zoe Jacobs, Senior Research Scientist, National Oceanography Centre
Professor Stewart Jamieson, Department of Geography, Durham University
Dr. Stephen Jarvis, Assistant Professor of Environmental Economics, Department of Geography and Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Katie Jenkins, Tyndall Centre Research Lecturer, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, University of East Anglia
Dr. Neil Jennings, Partnership Development Manager, Grantham Institute – Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London
Professor Helen Johnson, Professor of Ocean and Climate Science, Convenor of the Oxford Climate Research Network, University of Oxford
Professor Aled Jones FHEA HonFIA, Director, Global Sustainability Institute, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Matt Jones FGS FRGS, Professor of Quaternary Science, University of Nottingham
Dr. Natalia Jones, Senior Research Associate, School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia
Professor Phil Jones, Emeritus Professor of Climate Science, University of East Anglia
Dr. Jules Kajtar, Senior Research Scientist – Physical Oceanographer, National Oceanography Centre
Dr. Saeed Karbin, Research Fellow, School of Biological Sciences, University of Aberdeen
Dr. Alan Kennedy-Asser, Research Associate in Climate Change and Impacts, School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol
Professor Srinivasan Keshav FRSC FACM FIEEE, Robert Sansom Professor of Computer Science, University of Cambridge
Dr. Rihab Khalid, Research Fellow, Anglia Ruskin University
Dr. Sara Khalid, Associate Professor and Head of Planetary Health Informatics, University of Oxford
Dr. Lorna Kiamba, Assistant Professor of Environmental Design and Architecture, University of Nottingham
Professor Sir David King FRS, Founder and Chair, Climate Crisis Advisory Group, and Founder, Centre for Climate Repair, University of Cambridge
Dr. Helena King, Lecturer in Management and Health, The Open University
Dr. Louise King, Research Associate, Centre for Climate Change and Social Transformations, University of Bath
Professor Markus Kraft, Director, CARES Ltd, University of Cambridge
Dr. Till Kuhlbrodt, Earth System Modeller and Senior Research Fellow, National Centre for Atmospheric Research, Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
Professor Iain Lake, Professor of Environmental Epidemiology, School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia
Professor Xavier Lambin FRSE, Professor of Ecology, University of Aberdeen
Professor Matthias Landgraf, Department of Zoology, University of Cambridge
Professor Andy Large, Professor of River Science, School of Geography, Politics and Sociology, Newcastle University
Professor Bryan Lawrence, Professor of Weather and Climate Computing, National Centre for Atmospheric Science and University of Reading
Professor Carrie Lear, Management Board of Net Zero Innovation Institute and Professor of Past Climates and Earth System Change, Cardiff University
Professor Michael Lee FRSA FRSB FRASE ARAgS, Deputy Vice Chancellor, Harper Adams University
Dr. Adrien Lefauve, Independent Research Fellow, Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge
Dr. Richard Lewis, Research Programme Manager, Centre for Landscape Regeneration, University of Cambridge
Professor Simon Lewis FRS, Chair Global Change Science, University College London and University of Leeds
Dr. Ben Lincoln, Research Fellow, School of Ocean Sciences, Bangor University
Professor Paul Linden FRS, Director of Research, Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge
Dr. Emily Lines, Associate Professor of Physical Geography, University of Cambridge
Dr. Fengjie Liu, NERC Independent Research Fellow, Grantham Institute - Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London
Dr. Matthew Lockwood, Senior Lecturer in Energy Policy, University of Sussex
Professor Mike Lockwood FRS, President, Royal Astronomical Society, University of Reading
Professor Phil Longhurst, Professor of Environment and Energy Technology, Cranfield University
Dr. Lorenzo Lotti, SFHEA Associate Professor, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
Dr. Cristina Luca, Associate Professor, School of Computing and Information Science, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Dan Lunt, Professor of Climate Science, School of Geographical Sciences, University of Bristol
Dr. Trudi Macagnino, Staff Tutor in Psychology & Counselling, Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences, The Open University
Dr. Kristen MacAskill, Associate Professor in Engineering, Environment and Sustainable Development, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge
Professor Emeritus Anson Mackay FRGS, Department of Geography, University College London
Dr. Erik Mackie, Head of Research Engagement, Cambridge Zero, University of Cambridge
Professor Anil Madhavapeddy, Professor of Planetary Computing, University of Cambridge
Dr. Martin Mahony FRGS, FHEA, Lecturer in Human Geography, University of East Anglia
Professor Geoffrey Maitland CBE FREng FIChemE FRSC FEI, Professor of Energy Engineering, Imperial College London
Professor Jurgita Malinauskaite SFHEA, Head of Department and Professor of Law, Brunel University London
Dr. Sarah Mander, Reader in Energy and Climate Policy, University of Manchester
Professor Andrea Manica, Professor of Evolutionary Ecology, University of Cambridge
Dr. Sanna Markkanen, Head of Policy Analysis, Cambridge Institute for Sustainability Leadership, University of Cambridge
Professor David Marshall FInstPhys FRMetS, Professor of Physical Oceanography and Programme Director, Doctoral Training Partnership in Environmental Research, University of Oxford
Professor John Marsham, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Dr. Ali Mashayek, Associate Professor of Climate Dynamics, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge
Professor Mark Maslin FRGS FRSA, Pro-Vice Provost of the UCL Climate Crisis Grand Challenge, Department of Geography, University College London
Professor Michael Mason FRGS, Professor of Environmental Geography, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Adrian Matthews, Professor of Meteorology, University of East Anglia
Professor Amanda Maycock, Professor of Climate Dynamics, University of Leeds
Dr. Jon McCalmont, Research Fellow, Environmental Modelling, University of Aberdeen
Dr. Will McDowall, Associate Professor in Innovation and Sustainability, UCL Institute for Sustainable Resources, University College London
Dr. Patrick McGuire, Land Surface Processes Computational Scientist, University of Reading and National Centre for Atmospheric Science
Professor Michael McIntyre FRS HonFRMetS, Emeritus Professor, University of Cambridge
Professor Christopher Merchant, Professor of Ocean and Earth Observation, University of Reading
Professor Lina Mercado, Professor in Ecosystems and Environmental Change, University of Exeter
Professor John Methven, Professor of Atmospheric Dynamics, University of Reading
Professor Rob Miller, Director, Whittle Lab and Chair of Aerothermal Technology, University of Cambridge
Harry Mills, Researcher, Centre for Natural Material Innovation, University of Cambridge
Dr. Alison Ming, NERC Independent Research Fellow, Co-ordinator of the Cambridge Centre for Climate Science, University of Cambridge
Professor Catherine Mitchell, Professor Emerita of Energy Policy, University of Exeter
Dr. Kamiar Mohaddes, Associate Professor in Economics & Policy, Judge Business School, and Fellow in Economics, King's College, University of Cambridge
Professor Hugh Montgomery OBE FMedSci, Professor of Intensive Care Medicine and Director, Centre for Human Health and Performance, University College London
Professor, Rear Admiral, Neil Morisetti CB, Professor of Climate and Resource Security, Department of Science, Technology, Engineering and Public Policy, University College London
Professor Andy Morse FRSA FRMetS FRGS, Professor of Climate Impacts, University of Liverpool
Professor Adrian Mulholland, ERC Investigator, Professor of Chemistry, School of Chemistry, Centre for Computational Chemistry, University of Bristol
Professor Benito Müller, Convener International Climate Policy Research, Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford
Dr. Amy Munro-Faure, Head of Education, Cambridge Zero, University of Cambridge
Dr. Mary Murphy, Director of Studies: Economics, University of Cambridge
Professor Benjamin Murray, Professor of Atmospheric Science, Institute for Climate and Atmospheric Science, University of Leeds
Dr. Sebastian Mutz, Professor (Associate) in Climate Modelling, School of Geographical and Earth Sciences, University of Glasgow
Professor Alberto Naveira Garabato, Regius Professor of Ocean Sciences, University of Southampton
Professor Jenny Nelson FRS, Department of Physics and Grantham Institute – Climate Change and the Environment, Imperial College London
Jessica Newberry Le Vay, Climate Change and Health Policy Fellow, Climate Cares Centre, Institute of Global Health Innovation, Imperial College London
Professor David Newbery CBE FBA, Director, Energy Policy Research Group, University of Cambridge
Professor Peter Newell, Professor of International Relations, Department of International Relations, School of Global Studies, University of Sussex
Professor Robert Nicholls, Director, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, and Professor of Climate Adaptation, University of East Anglia
Dr. Charlotte Nussey, Lecturer in Sustainability, University of Leeds
Dr. Charles Ogunbode, Assistant Professor in Applied Psychology, School of Psychology, University of Nottingham
Professor Saffron O'Neill, Professor in Climate and Society, University of Exeter
Dr. Dominic Orchard, Co-Director of the Institute of Computing for Climate Science, University of Cambridge, and Senior Lecturer, University of Kent
Professor Dan Osborn, Emeritus Professor of Earth Sciences, University College London
Professor Jouni Paavola, Sustainability Research Institute, School of Earth & Environment, University of Leeds
Professor Susan Page, School of Geography, Geology and the Environment, University of Leicester
Dr. James Painter, Research Associate, Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism, Department of Politics and International Relations, University of Oxford
Professor Charles Palmer, Department of Geography and Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Douglas Parker FRMetS, Professor of Meteorology, School of Earth and Environment, University of Leeds
Professor Martin Parker, University of Bristol Business School
Dr. Robert Parker, Lecturer in Earth Observation and UKRI Future Leaders Fellow, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leicester
Professor Daniel Parsons, Pro-Vice-Chancellor - Research and Innovation, and Professor in Geosciences, Loughborough University
Dr. Laurie Parsons, Senior Lecturer in Human Geography, Department of Geography, Royal Holloway, University of London
Professor Matthew Paterson, Director, Sustainable Consumption Institute, University of Manchester
Professor Lloyd Peck FRSB Fri FRS, Wolfson College, University of Cambridge
Dr. Hugo Pedder, Research Fellow and Co-Director of NICE Technical Support Unit, Population Health Sciences, University of Bristol
Dr. Richard Perkins, Associate Professor in Environmental Geography, Director MSc Environmental Policy and Regulation, Department of Geography and Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Dr. Leigh-Anne Perryman, Associate Director, Curriculum, Institute of Educational Technology, The Open University
Professor Nick Pidgeon MBE FBA, Director Understanding Risk Group, School of Psychology, Cardiff University
Dr. Sally Pidgeon, Head of Environmental Sustainability, University of Cambridge
Professor Raymond Pierrehumbert FRS, Halley Professor of Physics, University of Oxford
Dr. James Porter, Senior Lecturer in Environment, Science, and Policy, Department of Geography, King's College London
Dr. Amanda Power, Associate Professor of Medieval History, University of Oxford
Dr. Jeff Price FRGS, Associate Professor for Biodiversity and Climate Change, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, University of East Anglia
Professor John Pyle CBE FRs, Emeritus Professor, Department of Chemistry, University of Cambridge
Professor Meysam Qadrdan, Professor of Energy Networks and Systems, Cardiff University
Professor Tristan Quaife. Professor of Earth System Science, Department of Meteorology, University of Reading
Dr. Ellen Quigley, Principal Research Associate, University of Cambridge
Professor Chris Rapley CBE, Department of Earth Sciences, University College London
Professor Carl Edward Rasmussen, Professor of Machine Learning, Department of Engineering, University of Cambridge
Dr. James Rae, Reader in Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of St Andrews
Professor Michael Ramage, Professor of Architecture and Engineering, University of Cambridge
Dr. Mike Rands, Master of Darwin College, Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Cambridge
Professor Akshay Rao, Professor of Physics, The Cavendish Laboratory, University of Cambridge
Dr. Tim Rayner, Research Fellow, Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research, School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia
Professor Dave Reay FRSGS, Chair in Carbon Management & Education, University of Edinburgh
Dr. Merten Reglitz, Associate Professor of Philosophy, Department of Philosophy, University of Birmingham
Dr. Matthew Rendall, Lecturer, School of Politics and International Relations, University of Nottingham
Professor Phil Renforth CEng CGeol, Professor of Carbon Dioxide Removal, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, Heriot-Watt University
Dr. Rachael Rhodes, Assistant Professor, Department of Earth Sciences, University of Cambridge
Dr. Mark Richards, Programmer, Institute of Biological and Environmental Sciences, School of Biological Sciences, University of Birmingham
Professor Rosalind Rickaby FRS, Chair of Geology, University of Oxford
Professor Tom Rippeth FRMetS SFHEA, Professor of Physical Oceanography, School of Ocean Sciences, Bangor University
Dr. Emyr Martyn Roberts, Lecturer in Biological Oceanography, Bangor University
Professor Nick Robins, Professor in Practice - Sustainable Finance, and Executive Director, Just Transition Finance Lab, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Darren Robinson, Chair in Architectural and Urban Sciences, Sheffield School of Architecture, University of Sheffield
Professor Elizabeth Robinson, Director, Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change and the Environment, London School of Economics and Political Science
Professor Rosie Robison, Professor of Social Sustainability, Anglia Ruskin University
Professor Jon Robson, Professor of Climate Science, University of Reading and National Centre for Atmospheric Science
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